
Who: 

When: 

Where: 

Apply:

Free: 

www.SummerPolicyInstituteNC.org

Any rising college junior or senior, or anyone who 
has graduated college since December 2020 but is 
not in graduate school.

Mon, July 26 - Fri, July 30, 2021

Raleigh, NC

Apply by March 12. For more information and to  
apply, visit SummerPolicyInstituteNC.org or 
email ncbudgetandtax@gmail.com. 

The $400 cost of this Institute has been generously 
covered by funders who want everyone to be able to 
take advantage of this opportunity.

Equipping Today’s Students
to Lead the Movements 

of Tomorrow

LEARN about key policy issues in N.C. and how public policy happens.

NETWORK with social justice leaders, policy makers and advocates.

PREPARE to be an advocate in your community. 

The North Carolina 
Summer Policy Institute 
is a competitive program 
that aims to foster and 
develop the state’s next 
generation of policy 
analysts and leaders. 
NCSPI will bring together 
highly qualified students 
from across the state to 
participate in a four-day, 
highly engaging learning 
experience. 
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Who: Any rising college junior or senior, or anyone 
who has graduated college since December 2018 but 
is not in graduate school.

When: Mon, July 26 - Fri, July 30, 2021

Where: Raleigh, NC

Apply: Apply by March 12. For more information 
and to apply, visit SummerPolicyInstituteNC.org 
or email ncbudgetandtax@gmail.com. 

Free: The $400 cost of this Institute has been 
generously covered by funders who want everyone to 
be able to take advantage of this opportunity.
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of Tomorrow

LEARN about key policy issues in N.C. and how public policy happens.

NETWORK with social justice leaders, policy makers and advocates.

PREPARE to be an advocate in your community. 

The N.C. Summer 
Policy Institute is a 
competitive program 
that aims to foster and 
develop the state’s 
next generation of 
policy analysts and 
leaders. NCSPI will 
bring together highly 
qualified students 
from across the state 
to participate in 
a four-day, highly 
engaging learning 
experience. 
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